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Wow…what a difference a month makes.
It’s hard to believe that just two months
ago, we were up to our eyeballs in Super
Bowl mania. The Kansas City Chiefs finally won it all. I’m still a little in disbelief.
My wife tells me not everyone uses sports
seasons to mark the passage of time.
“Some people use the weather, or daylight savings time, or when the kids are
out of (or back
in) school, for
example.” That
can’t
possibly
be true. Some
people may call
it spring, but everyone knows it’s
really baseball
season. “Just because
you
put
syrup
on
something, don’t
make it pancakes.”
(I
intentionally
chose Shawn
Spencer of
Psych fame
over Shakespeare’s What’s-in-a-name? reference.)

If the actual seasons were all that interesting they’d have multiple cable networks, streaming services, and fantasy
leagues devoted to
them. They’d have
owls, bears, and other
cool animals mic’d up
for viewers to follow
in real time. (ESPN
may have to do this
at some point,
if marble racing
doesn’t take off.)
There would be
some kind of animal playoffs or
tourney
brackets to complete.
Maybe I’m biased
because
I am one, but
mammals would
be fighting over
who
the
top
seeds are (everyone knows amphibians are overrated).
Maybe a bird or a reptile could be the
Cinderella story and make a run to the
Final Four? The Jayhawks would still do
better than the Wildcats, of course…this
isn’t FantasyLand.
(Some Things, continued to page 3)

Pursuant to CDC and others’ guidelines, we are working remotely from home.
Due to regulatory and service concerns, though, we will have one person in the
office during regular business hours until further notice. Feel free to call or email
us with any questions or issues you have, but we are not taking any appointments
and are not having regular office hours. Thanks for understanding and please stay
healthy out there. We look forward to seeing you in person soon.
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Market Commentary: Happy One Month Anniversary
Written March 23, 2020
Happy one month anniversary since
the S&P 500’s all time highs! Can you
believe that was only a little more than
one month ago?

coronavirus will cause the next global
great depression.
Is the selling overdone or is the herd
correct? Should we sell everything regardless of price and hunker down for
a global depression?
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investors are trying to stampede out
of any and all assets at the same time,
creating a liquidity crunch and sending
normally safe haven assets plummeting.
It seems regardless of quality, even
senior secured debt and bonds held by
companies with solid balance sheets
are being dumped in a panic that the

What happened next? The S&P 500
rallied 400% over the next decade.
Think of the stock market like a store.
You want to go shopping when
everything is on sale. The S&P 500
is already down 35% from its highs.

Historically speaking, when stocks are
at these price levels, the next five years
has averaged a 10% annualized return
for the S&P 500.
Could stocks go lower from here?
Absolutely. No one knows where this
is going. It could move 25% lower or
it could rally 25% higher in the span
of two weeks. But five year returns
are much easier to apply regression
analysis to because the trends are
smoothed out for that length of time.
After stocks have had this kind of a
deep discounting event, the S&P 500
over the next 5 years has almost always
had a positive return.
“But stocks might fall more,” I hear a
lot of folks saying. Yes, they certainly
could. In 2008, they did fall further
after the initial shock lower. You can
see what happened on the next page.
If you would have invested after the
first 30% loss, you would have been
rewarded by another 25% loss after
that. Ouch. But was October 2008
a bad time to invest? I’d argue that it
wasn’t. You were back to break-even
in seven months and then participating
in gains after that. Would it have been
better to invest at the very low in March?
Yes but trying to peg a bottom or catch
a falling knife is nearly impossible. At
the low of 2009, the news was bad.
ALL BAD. Front-page headlines read,
“Worst Crisis Since the ’30s, With No
End Yet in Sight;” “Markets in Disarray
as Lending Locks Up;” and “For Stocks,
It’s the Worst Single-Day Drop in Two
Decades.” But unbeknownst to anyone
at the time, that was the perfect time
to buy.
“This time” is always different. But
reacting to what might happen and
letting emotions guide investment
decisions isn’t a good strategy. My
recommendation is to stick with the
plan you created when emotion wasn’t
involved, and if you have cash and 5+
years to invest it, it might be a good
time to start putting it to work.**
- Victoria Bogner, CFP®, CFA, AIF®

regression analysis to because the trends are smoothed out for that length of time. After stocks have
had this kind of a deep discounting event, the S&P 500 over the next 5 years has almost always had a
positive return.
“But stocks
might fall more,” I hear a lot of folks saying. Yes, they certainly could. In 2008, they did fall
@mcdanielknutson
further after the initial shock lower. Let’s see what happened then:
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Disclaimers and Notes
* Wayne L. McDaniel is not affiliated or registered with Cetera Advisor
Networks LLC. Any information provided by Wayne L. McDaniel is in no way
related to Cetera Advisor Networks LLC or its registered representatives.
Registered Representatives offering securities and advisory services
through Cetera Advisor Networks LLC, member FINRA/SIPC, a broker/
dealer and a Registered Investment Advisor. Advisory services also offered
through McDaniel Knutson Financial Partners. Cetera is under separate
ownership for any other named entity.
**The views are those of Victoria Bogner and should not be construed
as investment advice. All information is believed to be from reliable
sources, however, we make no representation as to its completeness or
accuracy and is not a complete summary or statement of all available
data necessary for making an investment decision. Any information
provided is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a
recommendation. Economic and performance information is historical and
not indicative of future results.
Investors cannot invest directly in indexes. The performance of any index
is not indicative of the performance of any investment and does not take
in accounts the effects of inflation and the fees and expenses associated
with investing.

Some Things

(continued from page 1)

My wife has a point, though. Seasons—as she calls them--come and
go. After winter, spring will come; and
after that, summer. There is comfort in
knowing that even though it feels like
winter (hockey season) to me, my wife’s
prized Peonies know spring (baseball)
is just around the corner.
While a lot of things have changed
(recently and violently) in the financial
and infectious disease worlds, overall
the world is still roughly the same.
My dog still needs to get groomed out
of his winter coat. There is no longer
frost on my car in the morning. My
teenage kids still eat like the locusts in
the Bible. I could do without that one-not the Bible, the locusts. Halle Berry
and George Clooney are now trending
higher (more? Faster?) than Coronavirus. I’m not sure what to make of that
one, but I interpret it to mean the virus
may be moving off the front page. The
Peonies are just now poking through
the dirt. In the next few months, they’ll
grow to about three feet tall and will
look and smell fantastic.
The last two months have been brutal. We will get through this and we’ll
be better off because of it. The virus

will pass. We’ll build up an immunity
to it and we’ll be better prepared for
next time. We’ll improve supply chain
issues for medications and medical
equipment. Private and public sectors
hopefully now see that 1+1 sometimes
equals 3. For example, wineries and
whiskey distillers are retooling their
production lines to make hand sanitizer, for example. Who knew? Landlords
are allowing tenants to delay rent payments. People are leaving $100 tips
when they pick up their carryout food.
Maybe next time something like this
hits, we’ll realize 96 rolls of toilet paper is enough. Maybe when COVID-24
rears its ugly head, we’ll still have some
of our COVID-19 stash leftover. NOTE:
the toilet paper memes are hysterical.
If you need some comedic relief do an
internet search for them.
So far 2020 has been a real stinker
(except for the Super Bowl, of course),
but this, too shall pass. There is a ton
of good news out there, you just have
to look for it. I will be posting some of
it on our McDaniel Knutson Facebook
page in the next few days.
After 9/11 happened people swore
they would never fly again. That lasted
about a year. And each year thereafter airline passenger travel increased.

Some IRAs have contribution limitations and tax consequences for early
withdrawals. Distributions from traditional IRAs and employer sponsored
retirement plans are taxed as ordinary income and, if taken prior to
reaching age 59½, may be subject to an additional 10% IRS tax penalty.
For complete details, consult your tax advisor or attorney. Converting from
a traditional IRA to a Roth IRA is a taxable event. A Roth IRA offers tax
free withdrawals on taxable contributions. To qualify for the tax-free and
penalty-free withdrawal of earning, a Roth IRA must be in place for at
least five tax years, and the distribution must take place after age 59½ or
due to death, disability, or a first time home purchase (up to a $10,000
lifetime maximum). Depending on state law, Roth IRA distributions may
be subject to state taxes.
The S&P 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index made up of 500
widely held large-cap U.S. stocks in the Industrials, Transportation, Utilities
and Financials sectors.
A diversified portfolio does not assure a profit or protect against loss in a
declining market.
Additional risks are associated with international investing, such as
currency fluctuations, political and economic stability, and differences in
accounting standards.”
For a comprehensive review of your personal situation, always consult
with a tax or legal advisor. Neither Cetera Advisor Networks LLC nor any of
its representatives may give legal or tax advice.

I’ve always wanted to take my five kids
(and my wife, of course) to Hawaii. Last
month tickets were about $1400 each;
now they are around $450. I don’t
think I want to fly NOW, but when all
this is behind us, I will be ready for a
trip. Of course, after all seven of us are
couped up for a month or two, I could
probably send my kids on a trip to just
about anywhere.
Patience, my dear readers. It’s always
darkest before the dawn. We’ll get
through this.
- Peter Knutson CFP®, CLTC, AIF®
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Congratulations Corrie and Jimmy; and Wayne and Jude and Baby Jelsa!
In the middle of all the bad news regarding the Coronavirus,
there are still things to celebrate.
Wayne and Jude McDaniel’s daughter, Corrie, got married
since our last newsletter. Corrie and new husband, Jimmy,
got married on sunny Maui in February. It was a storybook
setting as you might expect, complete with pineapples,
coconuts, and even a rainbow at just the right
time.
Corrie and Jimmy are both pediatricians
in the Seattle area and have registered for
surgical masks, Purell, and anything with
bleach in it.
Husbands everywhere are jealous of Jimmy,
already. He got married on Leap Day,
February 29th. That means he only has
to forget his anniversary every four years
instead of annually like the rest of us.
Congrats again to the new and happy
couple!

